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Abstract

The outbreak of COVID-19 has been of global health concern
since its outbreak in Wuhan China, in December 2019. It is still
a global public health emergency for the entire world, and
threatens human life, economic dignity and public health
security. As of August 31, 2022, there have been 607,330,258
cases worldwide, 6,492,385 deaths, and 583,355,283
recoveries. There are currently 17,482,590 active cases, where
17,439,463 (99.8%) are mild while 43,127 (0.2%) are serious
or critical. Of these, 169,396 cases, 100,431 recoveries, and
3,628 deaths are attributable to Uganda. To address the
outbreak, Uganda undertook to implement timely and multiple
prevention measures, and also incorporated effective and
targeted public health emergency governance. In this paper,
we present Uganda’s model (UgaMod) that was used to
contain the COVID-19 outbreak from a public health
emergency governance approach. This approach stemmed
from standard operating procedures, mitigation strategies and
measures by the Ugandan government, which included
enforcement of public response and adherence, setting up
multi-sectoral teams and task forces for monitoring and
evaluation, scaling up emergency response capacities to
respond, and engaging communities in the basic epidemic
prevention, control and response.

Keywords: Public health; COVID-19; Virus disease; Human 
life; Leadership, Stewardship

Introduction
COVID-19, a pandemic of public health emergency and of

international concern, is still a serious global threat to human life and
public health security. To address the outbreak, Uganda not only
undertook good prevention and treatment measures, but also set up an
effective and targeted public governance mechanism in terms of
provision of information, decision-making and execution [1].

The Ugandan response to the COVID-19 pandemic is laid out in the
national Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19) preparedness and
response plan and followed the timeline in Table 1.

March 5th, 2020 Airport screening introduced.

March 11th, 2020 Institutional quarantine for
passengers travelling from category
1 countries.

March 18th, 2020 Public gatherings suspended for 32
days with immediate effect; ban for
Uganda travel to category 1
countries; school closed for 30 days.

March 22nd, 2020 First confirmed case.

March 25th, 2020 Public transport suspended for 14
days; ban on international travels.

March 30th, 2020 Lockdown; nationwide curfew from 7
pm to 6:30 am for 14 days.

April 15th, 2020 Lockdown extended.

May 5th, 2020 Lockdown extended for 14 days, but
some restrictions eased.

May 18th, 2020 Curfew extended; shops, outside of
shopping malls reopened; public
transport reopened; school opened
for end of educational phases
candidates.

Table 1: COVID-19 related response timeline.

The key principles for preparedness and response to COVID-19
encompassed utilization of ICT innovations, community led approach
and 24 hours surge capacity. The plan was arranged in 3 scenarios:
Scenario 1 (best case scenario): No case is identified in Uganda and
activities are focused on preparedness scenario 2 (most likely
scenario), a single case is identified in Uganda response activities are
initiated, and command and control structure shifted to the office of
the prime minister and scenario 3 (worst case scenario), multiple cases
are identified in which case activities of scenario 2 are enhanced and
business continuity plans per sector activated. The response was
centered around 8 key COVID-19 response pillars namely:
Leadership, stewardship, coordination and oversight, all critical due to
contributions from different sectoral agencies, teams and partners
towards a common goal case management, as treatment was mainly
supportive due to no definitive treatment at the time continuity of
essential services aimed at strengthening community infection
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prevention and control community engagement and social protection
due to mental health problems, social disruption to the infected and
affected surveillance and laboratory to facilitate early detection,
confirmation, reporting, notification, verification and response of
alerts and suspected cases risk communication and social mobilization
due to limited knowledge about the virus logistics and operations to
ensure that logistical needs are availed to the different sites according
to need in a timely and efficient manner and strategic information,
research and innovation due to the fast evolving Corona virus that
required innovation and leveraging of digital health in the
preparedness and response.

To affect the COVID-19 response pillars, Uganda established a
nationwide joint prevention and control system to educate, surveil,
identify, trace, vacate, and quarantine suspected cases, and to contain
the critical cases with a structure in Figure 1.

Figure 1: COVID-19 response structure.

By May 09 2020, the strategy had yielded positive results for
Uganda reporting one confirmed case, or no domestic confirmed cases
[2]. By this time, Uganda had confirmed 137 cases with a fatality rate
of 0 percent. Most of the confirmed cases were truck drivers from
neighboring countries like Kenya, South Sudan and DRC.

In phase 1, there were no cases, ports of entry were controlled, and
travels to high-risk areas restricted. Uganda was in this phase up to
March 22, 2020, when the first case was reported [3]. Phase 2 was
when sporadic cases arose due to returning residents. The main aim
here was to prevent local transmission to contacts, with containment
measures including identification and quarantine of suspected
individuals/cases. In phase 3, clusters of community spread were
observed [4]. Uganda transitioned from sporadic cases to clusters at
Ports Of Entry (PoE) at Elegu/Nimule and Malaba due to cross border
build-up by exiting and incoming trucks, and slow testing and delivery
of results. The major aim of the national response during this phase
was to prevent transmission beyond the infected clusters. Uganda
remained in this phase till around May 09, 2020 when the lockdown
was eased [5]. Even with the introduction of extensive containment
measures, non-adherence to mitigation measures was a major
challenge and hence Uganda started transitioning to phase 4, with
widespread community spread. Several indirect local contacts and
multiple unconnected clusters of COVID-19 had been reported by end
of September 2020. Deaths continued to rise, and the epidemic curve
was oscillating (Figure 2). Since the emergence of clusters, there was
re-deployment of efforts targeting the epicenters and PoE, in order to
optimize resources. Uganda also enhanced border testing, surveillance
and management of cases [6].

Figure 2: Epi-curve for COVID-19 in Uganda by September 30
2020.

While the Ministry of Health (MOH) was responsible for policy
and strategy, it coordinated with the office of the prime minister on the
strategic and operational command of the response, as well as a series
of cross-cutting functions, such as planning, budgeting, and partner
coordination [7]. The already existing district surveillance teams and
District Task Forces (DTF) were immediately called into play to
respond to the virus in their jurisdictions.

Materials and Methods
Although most of the cases from March through June 2020 were

predominantly imported cases of truck drivers from neighboring
countries, by the end of September 2020, Uganda had transitioned into
community transmissions and most of the reported cases were local
contacts and alerts (Figure 3). In its initial stages, Uganda responded
with various restrictions and interventions including lockdown,
physical distancing, hand hygiene, and use of face masks in public
facilities etc., to control the growth rate [8-11]. This study gives a
background on which the Ugandan model was designed, the
assumptions, data used and eventual outputs for specific objectives
such as different ways of implementing mitigation measures to control
the outbreak. Among the COVID-19 response structure was the
Uganda COVID-19 Scientific Advisory Committee (UGSAC) that
comprised of a team of specialists from the ministry of health Uganda,
makerere university college of health sciences, World Health
Organization (WHO), and Uganda national academy of sciences,
Kampala capital city authority, and makerere university college of
natural sciences [12].

Objective: To report on the public health emergency governance
mechanism that collectively and swiftly made strong emergency
responses that combated COVID-19 in Uganda.

Specific objectives

• To illustrate the public health emergency governance mechanism.
• To summarize Uganda’s COVID-19 model that derived the policies

behind the positive intended response mechanisms.

Methods: The government’s response in the public health
emergency governance mechanism included.

• The quick development of institutional arrangements to implement
control measures.

• Rapid pooling and allocation of funds.
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• The development operational guidance to health system
stakeholders on how to respond and the development of standard
operating procedure.

To come up with the Ugandan model (UgaMod), the biology of
infection of COVID-19 was considered, using information provided 
by the world health organization and other prior mathematical models 
for disease. These interventions were considered to design the Uganda 
COVID-19 model (UgaMod), that was instrumental in combating the 
virus and policy making.

The Uganda COVID-19 model (UgaMod)

Before the first case was confirmed on March 22, 2020, the country 
was under partial lockdown, with schools closed but other sectors 
operational. After registering her first case, a complete lockdown was 
declared and movement was restricted. A public call was made to all 
returning citizens or visitors to report for testing, as well as their 
contacts. All those individuals were considered exposed and placed 
under self or institutional quarantine. While there, daily screening and 
testing was done to determine whether they were infected or not, and 
if so, the severity of their disease determined [13]. These dynamics of 
the government decisions, together with implemented mitigation 
measures informed the design of the model, which is a flow diagram 
based on characterization of the virus at cellular and population levels.

The Susceptible state (S) were the individuals at risk of infection,
which included the protected (locked down at home) SN, and the
essential workers who were allowed to move with a high risk of
exposure SR). The Exposed (E) states were those that had come in
contact with infected individuals but had not been clinically confirmed
to have the virus. Before clinical confirmation and while waiting for
test results, some exposed individuals quarantined in their homes
(non-institutionalized Quarantine QN), where they remained for the
next fourteen days until proven clinically negative to join the
community, or positive, to be checked into institutionalized
quarantines. After exposure and through alerts and contact tracing,
some individuals tested and were confirmed to have COVID-19 with
symptoms (I), or no symptoms (Asymptomatic, AC). This marked the
end of the education, surveillance, identification, and quarantine of
suspected cases. Both the confirmed symptomatic and asymptomatic
cases were admitted in institutional Quarantines (QI), where further
disaggregation was done based on severity of infection. These
included the Asymptomatic in the Institution (AI), the Mild (MI),
Moderate (MO), Severe (SE) and Critical (C). This was the
containment and critical phase, where the severely and critically
infected individuals would need hospital bed care and therefore
formed a basis for threshold number of bed units, ventilators, or
oxygen required in the treatment centers [14]. While in hospitals,
some of the confirmed cases would respond to treatment and
recovered to join class R, or died and joined class D. Using the world
health organization guidelines. We based the UgaMod, on the
concepts, parameterized using COVID-19 data from Uganda and
determined the parameters that influenced its transmission from March
22, 2020.

Figure 3: The comprehensive Ugandan Model (UgaMod), for
COVID-19.

These assumptions and descriptions gave rise to the Ugandan
Model, UgaMod, which was a function fifteen variables all dependent
on time.

Therefore, the system of equations used were given by

And gave the active number of cases in each transition state.

The dynamics of COVID-19 was modeled by the UgaMod under
the assumption of frequency dependent transmission, where a
successful positive contact depended on the probability of infection
and the number of contacts made by an individual per unit time.
According to WHO, the risk of exposure to Ugandans was 3.7% of the
entire population, and only 10% of those resulted in positive tests. The
90% were sent to non-institutional quarantine where they remained for
fourteen days, and returned to the population after confirmation of a
negative PCR or antigen test. Of the 10% successful exposures, 80%
did not develop symptoms while the 20% become symptomatic after
an average of 5 days (WHO). Of the 20%, 8 were mild, 8% moderate,
3% severe and 1% critical [15].

As in prior studies on respiratory diseases, we assumed that
asymptomatic individuals transmitted COVID-19 at a reduced rate
compared to those with full blown symptoms. We also assumed that
the transmission rate was slowed down by the implemented standard
operating procedures such as lockdown, frequent hand washing, public
face masks and physical distancing. We therefore constructed a
transmission term which is a function of all these mitigation measures,
and this was incorporated in the transmission term [16]. Changing the
percentages of these mitigation coverages led to different numbers
either applied singly or in combination with others. The best strategy
was then identified and formed a basis for policy implementation. In
the model, environmental transmission and contamination were
ignored but only considered direct person to person infection. The
model also included immigration at PoE, and porous borders, all
assumed to enter the country while exposed but still asymptomatic.

Transitional probabilities
Using the WHO guidelines as in Cabore, et al., the probability of

having mild, moderate, severe or critical disease was approximately
40%, 40%, 15% and 5%, respectively. Although hospitalization rates
depended on policy and capacity, it was estimated that 30% of
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symptomatic patients needed hospitalization, with case fatality highest
for critical cases (up to 89% without intervention) and 49% for
severely ill patients. The infection induced mortality rate was
estimated at less than 0.1%. We also tested our assumptions on
parameters using sensitivity analysis, leading to a robust model for
infection of COVID-19 in Uganda [17].

The basic reproduction number, R0

The basic reproduction number is the average number of secondary
infections that arise from a single infective individual during their
infectious period when everyone else in the population is susceptible
and depicted the transmission risk in the early phase of COVID-19
transmission. In the model, the basic reproductive number was
determined to be:

This was a sum of two terms: The proportion of new infections
that arose from the asymptomatic individuals before they shed off the
virus, and the proportion from the symptomatic before they were
detected.

Results
Due to high transmission rates of the virus, Uganda responded with

intensive intervention measures that were expeditiously implemented
and led to gradual enhanced self-protection. In order to quantity the
daily reproduction number and evaluate the transmission risk changing
over time, the initial contact rate c0 in the expression for the basic
reproductive number ℛ0 was replaced by the time-dependent contact
rate c(t) to reflect the changes of intervention measures and people's
behaviors. This gave;

Where,

ρ=Level of adherence, and

T (t)=Active cases at any time t.

As in prior studies, in presence of control, the relationship between
ℛ0 ℛ0 and ℛE was given by;

ℛE=(1-level of control) ℛ0

Using this expression, we computed the different levels of
adherence with change in the number of active cases in real time.

Incorporating Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions (NPIs)
The model incorporated the Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions

(NPIs) that related to the social distancing and hygiene measures
Uganda implemented to reduce attack rate. Attack rate is the
percentage of an at-risk population that contracted the disease in a
specific time interval. The NPIs used were protection, or shielding the
vulnerable, physical/social distancing, sanitizing, wearing facemasks
in public, lockdown or closure, and restriction of movement [18]. By
July 21, 2020, 7,121,246 masks had been distributed. Hot-spot

districts were prioritized and supported with intensified surveillance,
contact tracing, and testing alongside enhanced community
engagement (Table 2).

Scenario Description

Unmitigated No governmental intervention
applied.

Social/physical distancing Assuming moderate physical
distancing measures restricting
movement or limiting contacts with
others.

Shielding of the vulnerable The elderly (>65 years) and those
with underlying conditions such as,
TB, diabetes.

Public wearing of face masks We assumed 30% compliance
based on the 2020 Rapid
Assessment Survey (RAS)
undertaken by makerere university
school of public health.

50% hand-washing, 6 times a day We assumed increase in hand-
washing from 26% (Uganda
demographic health survey 2016) to
50% based on the 2020 online
survey by makerere school of public
health.

Table 2: Intervention scenarios analyzed in UgaMod.

Forecasting COVID-19
We forecasted COVID-19 using data and predict the expected

number of cumulative cases. Four approaches namely linear
forecasting, the trend line, slope and intercept, the equation of best fit
we applied to the data. These forecasts based on statistical and/or
mathematical models that aimed to predict national and regional
numbers of new and total COVID-19 in terms of deaths,
hospitalizations, and/or cumulative cases for a given period of time.
The forecasting was done using different types of data, such as
COVID-19 data, demographic data, and mobility data, and employed
different methods, and estimates of the impacts of interventions (e.g.,
hand washing, social distancing, and use of face masks). These
forecasts were useful as real-time tools and helped guide policy and
planning. Different approached were used to increase the robustness of
forecasts.

The gradual lifting of the national lockdown was accompanied by
intensified communication of the presidential directives on the
mandatory use of masks in public places and the observance of
physical distancing measures. The government of Uganda also
launched mass mask distribution across the country, targeting all
individuals aged 6 years and older. By August 31, 2020, there was a
reduction in compliance to mitigation measures (Table 3). As of
September 30, 2020, wearing masks was sometimes enforced, but in
other areas appearing with a mask was optional and observed by non-
locals. Using the non-pharmaceutical interventions relating to the
distancing, facemasks, and hygiene, the percentage coverage of each
used singly or in combination with others was determined.
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Used as 
standalone 

Face masks 30% 1.46 60%

Washing hands
6 times a day/
sanitizing

26% 2.02 70%

Social
distancing

10% 1.88 60%

Used in
combination

Face masks
and washing
hands 6 times a
day/sanitizing

30%, 26% 1.46 50%, 30%

Social
distancing and
washing hands
6 times a day/
sanitizing

10%, 26% 1.88 50%, 40%

Face masks
and social
distancing

30%, 10% 1.32 60%, 50%

Used
simultaneously

Face masks
and washing
hands 6 times a
day/sanitizing
and social
distancing

30%, 26%, 10% 1.32 50%, 30%, 50%

Table 3: Mitigation coverages needed to control COVID-19.

Sensitivity indices
Sensitivity indices helped to determine which parameters were

responsible for persistence of disease in the population. We observed
from the indices that the probability of infection was most sensitive
and therefore measures to prevent infection would be enforced. This
included the non-pharmaceutical interventions, and vaccination that
reduce susceptibility of the population. Reducing susceptibility
implied targeting those populations that were vulnerable to prevent
exposure. The recovery rate was also very sensitive to how many
secondary infections are expected from a single exposure. This meant
that the longer the recovery time was the more chances of a secondary
infection. Preventing such infections would include vaccination of
health personnel, and also measures that ensured quick recovery of
infectious individuals. The proportion of asymptomatic individuals
and their probability of transmission also led to increase in secondary
infections. The higher these values were; the more infections were
expected. It was therefore imperative that asymptomatic individuals
prevented further transmission through observation of the set standard
operating procedures. The number of symptomatic individuals in the
population increased chances of new infections but not as in the
asymptomatic case. This was because these people had been identified
and could be avoided unlike in the previous cases when an individual
might not tell the status of another due to absence of symptoms. The
detection rate affected the number of new infections in that when it
was high, R0 is low, and when it was low, R0 was high. Therefore, the
longer it took to detect and confirm a positive case implied that this

person could infect more people and increased cases y 
within communities (Table 4).

Parameter Description Estimated
value

Index Reference Inter-
pretatiation

Probability

of infection

0.0216-0.0413 6.6366-1
0.0976

Cabore
et. al.

ℛ0
increases
with ββ

c0 Number of
contacts

20 0.0109-0
.0209

Ugandan
data

ℛ0
increases
with
contacts

Transmis
sibility of

asymptomatic
compared
with the
symptomatic

0.8 0.2686-0
.5136

Ugandan
data

ℛ0
increases
with
high
transmis
sibility of
the

asymptoatic

γA

Recovery
rate of
asymptomatic
individuals

0.0476-0.0714 3.8337-8
.6327

Ugandan
data

Long
recovery
days
greatly
influence
an
increase
in ℛ0

p Proportion of
asymptomatic
individuaals

0.8 0.2686-0
.5136

Ugandan
data

ℛ0
increases
with
high
number
of the

asymptomatic

q Proportion of 
symptomatic
individuals

0.2 6.6601*1
0-4-0.016
0

Ugandan
data

ℛ0
increases
with
high
number
of

symptomatic

DT Detection
rate

0.041667-1 -5.5501*

10-6-0.00
32

Ugandan
data

ℛ0
increases
with
reduced
detection
rate

Table 4: Sensitivity indices of ℛ0 parameters.

Discussion
Setting up a multi-sectoral response structure was an important

approach to public health governance of COVID-19 in Uganda.
However, the outbreak of COVID-19 highlighted a series of
governance issues and tested the governing capacity of nations.
Although the pandemic was controlled with the strategies that were set
up in Uganda, other secondary effects of the pandemic took a toll on
services such as reduced HIV management, lack of ante natal care,
high increase in child labor, high school dropouts, high poverty rates,
high early pregnancy rates, and a huge toll on the socio-economic
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transformation of the nation. It is therefore important to study the
governance mechanisms in public health emergency management.
Many questions remain unanswered such as whether the outbreak
could have been prevented; or if the outbreak and spread of the virus
were inevitable, were the measures undertaken enough to slow the
outbreak; or once it became a pandemic, could the socio-economical
costs have been reduced with better and efficient policies; or, in case
mistakes were made, is there anything to learn from them and foster
pandemic preparedness.

Conclusion
This could call for examination of the effectiveness of government

agencies, contingency plans, and governance frameworks in
emergency management. At all different levels of decision-making
and policy execution, emphasis on coordinating with other
stakeholders could be stressed, regarding both virus containment and
economic revival. With a probability of infection at just 3.7% in
Uganda, COVID-19 was an event of low probability but high impact,
and to combat such a disease would need decision models that
integrate habitual thinking and political concerns, adequacy and
authenticity of information disclosure, and empowering scientific and
professional approaches to enhance performance in curbing the
pandemic, as well as economic and social development.
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